Air Quality
Air Quality Skittles Game
(KS1 or KS2 appropriate)
Time required: 20 mins
Equipment needed:
Table or shelf unit.
15 plastic bottles decorated with the pictures (see below) of the various es of
transport on the front and the appropriate score on the back.
2 beanbags.
Clipboard with score sheet and pen
True/false statements – listed below.
Four pieces of card, two with TRUE printed on and two with FALSE on (see below).

Number of pupils needed: Two teams of any number of pupils.
Aim:
To inform children about the benefits of active travel and how plants are good for
keeping our air clean.
Objectives:
To get pupils thinking about how different modes of transport produce different levels
of air pollution and how travelling actively is good for our health and the environment.
Instructions:
Place the bottles on table or shelves as a target for the children.
Discuss with the children which modes of transport produce the least and which
produce the most air pollution. Explain the scoring system – less polluting modes of
transport score more points.
Divide children into two teams and give each team a TRUE and a FALSE card.
Position the teams in two parallel queues about 2-3m away from the bottles.
Give the first person in each team a bean bag.
Each statement is read out to the children and the teams are asked to decide
whether they believe them to be true or false and to hold up the appropriate sign
when they have made their decision.
When teams get the answer correct they get the chance to win points as the person
in front of the queue can then throw a bean bag to try to hit bottles worth the highest
points. The team members at the front then hand the bean bags to the next person
in the line and move to the back of the queue.
The scores are recorded on a sheet after each throw and the winning team
presented with a trophy.

Air Quality
True or False Statements:
1. We all need air to breathe. (True)
2. The main gases that make up the air that we breathe are oxygen and
nitrogen. (True)
3. When we drive cars, we produce gases and dust that are good for our health.
(False)
4. Local council staff measure how clean or dirty the air is using diffusion tubes.
(True)
5. Plants and trees make our air dirty. (False)
6. Walking, scooting and cycling rather than driving is good for our health and
the environment. (True)
7. If we need to wait in a car it is best to keep the engine running as this is good
for our cars. (False)
8. You breathe in less air pollution if you drive to school. (False)
9. Walking to school is a good chance to talk to your family and friends and
wake up before lessons begin. (True)
10. If you have to drive to school it is good to Park and Stride. (True)
11. Leaving lights switched on when we go to sleep is good for the environment.
(False)
12. It is better for our health if we choose to walk to school along roads with lots of
traffic rather than along quiet streets with fewer cars and lorries. (False)
13. Parents should only park on zigzag lines outside schools to improve road
safety (False)
14. Adults should exercise for 150 minutes each week to keep fit and healthy.
(True)
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This image can be stuck onto cardboard and then cut out to make a trophy.

